The need of ﬁeld test in developing in-situ instruments

(by Kris Zacny, Honeybee Robo?cs at h@p://www.ibnba@utacentre.org/why-ﬁeld.html)
Geological uncertainty cannot be duplicated in laboratory
The test in natural environments allow you to check the natural variability of the geological environments. In Lab the
operator create the condi?ons of the test that are not representa?ve of the real opera?onal situa?on
Opera3on Readiness Test (ORT)
For large and long ﬁeld campaigns one should consider an Opera?on Readiness Test (ORT) close by to shake out poten?al
logis?cal problems.
Logis3cs
Logis?cal support is cri?cal especially in early TRLs. Easy of geLng spare parts, tools, hardware for not only ﬁxing
equipment but also modifying etc.
Playground
Easy to try out diﬀerent sampling approaches.
Experience
Gives instrument developers (engineers) an idea of environment where the instrument will be used. Scien?sts
go to the ﬁeld but engineers build hardware – informa?on/lessons learned can be lost.
Team: scien3sts working with engineers.
Scien?sts learn about diﬃculty in robo?c explora?on and engineers learn what scien?st care about. Problems are
addressed by both sides and this interac?on may result in be@er instrument/sampling system design.

Why tes?ng aeolian process and interac?ons with instruments
in natural representa?ve environments
Large wind mass
The aeolian processes operate at an extremely large scale: wind current can be km high, tens of km wide
and move over large distance even in excess of 10,000 km.
Inﬂuence over the boundary layer (surface/wind interface)
The en?re wind mass is sustained by complex processes that inﬂuence every part of this system, mostly
the boundary layer at the surface interface that is the one aﬀec?ng the systems that we need to perform
inves?ga?on
The impossibility to control and mimic all the sub-processes
The wind system is extremely complex and cannot be repoduced in lab
Dust devils
Dust devils are a major component of the aeolian system and are extremely importatnt for their
interac?ons with with the interfaces and instruments. Dust devilks cannot be reproduced in laboratory.
Cost
Field tests are remarkably cheaper than laboratory tests

Why perform test in Sahara
Because Sahara is the desert with the most content of
dust at the surface and in the atmosphere, comparable
with the large dust content of dust on Mars

Austrian Space Forum test of astronaut suit
and human explora?on

The Ibn Ba@uta Centre is a facility of the Europlanet Research Infrastructure ﬁnanced by
the European Union to conduct scien?ﬁc and technical collabora?ve research.
The Ibn Ba@uta Centre for explora?on and ﬁeld ac?vi?es was established in 2006 by the
Interna?onal Research School of Planetary Sciences (Pescara, Italy) to prepare and
execute tests of rovers, landing systems, instruments and opera?ons related to the
explora?on of Mars and Moon. The Centre has a major partner, the Universite’ Cadi
Ayyad of Marrakech (Morocco) where it is located.
This picture is from the Human explora?on test conducted by OWF in our site in Erfoud.
Wind, sand and dust have been a problem for human and harware..

Curtesy OWF and Gernot Gromer

Eolian and dust research ac?vi?es
Scioen?ﬁc team of Dreams
Dreams, ExoMars 2016
Three ﬁeld seasons during sand/dust storm period tes?ng the Dreams instruments
in the Sahara desert, Francesca Esposito, INAF and Dreams PI

Analysis of the dust devil dynamics
Department of Planetology,
University of Munster
(A) One of the larger observed
dust devils (~30 m in
diameter) in the study area.
(B) Ac?ve dust devil (~18 m in
diameter) sampled during the
ﬁeld campaign.

Dust devil track analyzed
during the ﬁeld campaign

Satellite image of an
ac?ve dust devil on Mars
leaving a track (NASA/
JPL/MSSS).

Satellite image of
numerous dust devil
tracks in the southern
hemisphere on Mars
(image width 3 km,
NASA/JPL/MSSS).

